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Take a look at this gravestone for John Treat, a Connecticut man who 
died in 1794.  It is a fine memorial, and it would have been expensive – 
stonecutters charged by the word.  It was meant to be read in 
perpetuity, by Treat’s descendants and his community.

The epitaph verse merits careful reading:

Though Earth to Earth & dust to dust return

And Silent sorrow sits to guard the Urn

Yet moves the Soul through Ether confin’d

Thrice happy state of the immortal mind

While Angel guards lead on their shining way

To fairer Mansions of unclouded day

In bliss to dwell till the last Trump shall sound

Shall clear the skies, and shake the solid ground

The Elect Redeemed shall wing their Aerial flight

To reign forever in the realms of light.

Reading Early Epitaphs
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See how the epitaph provides an detailed narrative of the soul’s 
step-by-step progress from death to eternal paradise.
The first two lines earth-bound, static, with a Biblical reference to 
“Earth to Earth and dust to dust.”  Sorrow, like an immobile statue, 
guards the urn that holds John Treat’s ashes.
Next his soul moves through the ether to a land where a parade of 
angels marches it to mansions in the sky.
Then, after a period of paradise, the trumpet sounds, and the 
ground shakes and the Elect depart for eternity in realms of light.
Truly a dynamic tour de force of devotional writing.   And while it is 
mostly an original composition, it also borrows from a published 
poem…

What are the words telling us?

Though Earth to Earth & dust to dust return
And Silent sorrow sits to guard the Urn
Yet moves the Soul through Ether confin’d
Thrice happy state of the immortal mind
While Angel guards lead on their shining way
To fairer Mansions of unclouded day
In bliss to dwell till the last Trump shall sound
Shall clear the skies, and shake the solid ground
The Elect Redeemed shall wing their Aerial flight
To reign forever in the realms of light.

Treat Epitaph Text

Consider the Text



A Source for the Text

Though Earth to Earth & dust to dust return
And Silent sorrow sits to guard the Urn

Yet moves the Soul through Ether confin’d
Thrice happy state of the immortal mind

While Angel guards lead on their shining way
To fairer Mansions of unclouded day

In bliss to dwell till the last Trump shall sound
Shall clear the skies, and shake the solid ground
The Elect Redeemed shall wing their Aerial flight

To reign forever in the realms of light.

National Archives



Working with Wheatley’s Words

We see that whoever composed this remarkable epitaph borrowed two lines (without 
attribution) from a funeral ode by Phillis Wheatley:  Lines 3 and 4 of the Treat 
memorial can be found in lines 15 and 16 of “On the Death of his Lady.

We can only try to  imagine how Wheatley’s poem traveled from Boston to 
Connecticut as a broadside (as shown in the previous slide) or in an anthology, 
distributed via traveling peddlers and journals and almanacs, and finally eventually 
was read by the now-anonymous writer who composed John Treat’s epitaph.  



Here’s another example of a Wheatley poem 
incorporated into an epitaph, on the 
gravestone of Richard Clark, who died in 
1809 in Watertown, Massachusetts:
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Consoling thought (tho’ we the loss deplore)
He feels the iron hand of pain no more

He’s gone to feast on pleasures well refin’d
And joys as lasting as the deathless mind. 
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The first and second lines of the 
epitaph in the previous slide are taken 
from another Wheatley poem. 
  
The fourth line, incidentally,  is from an 
old hymn that begins “The Lord of life 
and glory stands”.
  
Who put all this verse together?  We 
will likely never know, but it must have 
been a sincerely religious person.  She 
or he was clearly familiar with 
contemporary  hymns and the 
devotional poetry of Phyillis Wheatley.

This composition gives us another 
glimpse of the dense weave of writing, 
reading, and public and private 
devotions in early New England.



A Complicated Composition

Here’s an inscription from King’s Chapel Burying Ground in 
Boston, Massachusetts, for two sisters and a brother, all of 
whom died in infancy – a sad but common circumstance at 
the time. The stone is no longer standing; this image is 
taken from a 19th century book of transcriptions.

We have seen the second line of this epitaph on the 
previous slide, in On the Death of a Young Lady.

Other lines use language from another Wheatley poem….



Look at how hard the person who composed the epitaph 

worked to weave in Wheatley’s imagery and language – 

and how carefully he or she must have read the poems.

It is a tribute to the power of Phillis Wheatley’s writing that 

her words helped this bereaved person process their 

grief.

Working with Wheatley’s Text



Here is one last example, from 
Beverly Massachusetts, from yet 

another Wheatley poem.
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All these memorials demonstrate how widely and 
how thoroughly Wheatley’s poems were read in 
her time, and how they were internalized by those 
readers and then put to deliberate, didactic use in 
the distinctive context of epigraphy.

Scholars today can and should interrogate the 
relationship between herself and her 
contemporary readers.

But  in the case of these six deaths, we have 
indisputable evidence that Wheatley’s words 
helped these early Congregationalists express, 
with moving eloquence, their deepest feelings of 
sorrow, love, loss, and hope. 

Mourning With Wheatley’s Words


